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ABSTRACT
Communication is essential for working effectively with oth-
ers. We communicate with each other to share their situation
and what they are thinking. Especially, using voice is one
of the most common ways to communicate. In previous re-
search, we proposed LiveSphere that shares the surrounding
environment with a remote person and provides immersive
experience to effectively collaborate with each other. This
system realizes ”human-telepresence” where a person can be
in other person and experience the environment. However,
the communication in human-telepresence has some prob-
lems. In this paper, we propose directional communication
with spatial sound to alleviate the problems. We also report
on the result of user study.
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INTRODUCTION
Communication is essential for working effectively with oth-
ers. We communicate, both verbally and non-verbally, to un-
derstand each other’s situation and what they are thinking. In
remote collaboration, sharing sound and visual information
is one of the essential factors for realizing efficient collabora-
tion[3].

We proposed LiveShere[4] to collaborate with a remote per-
son (Figure 1). This system records the environment sur-
rounding a person in the actual situation (referred as to the
Body) in the form of omnidirectional images and shares them
with a remote person (referred as to the Ghost). The images
are decoupled with ego-motion, so Body and Ghost can ob-
serve the shared environment independently. This approaches
realizes ”human-telepresence” where a person can virtually
be in other person and observe the environment as if present.
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In human-telepresence, Body does not communicate face to
face with Ghost but communicates with Ghost who is virtu-
ally present in themselves and independently observe the sur-
rounding environment from the same point of view of Body.
In the situation, there are some problems with conventional
voice communication.

In this paper, we propose communication using spatial sound
in human-telepresence. First, we discuss the existing prob-
lems in voice communication in conventional LiveSphere
system. Then, we describe the prototype of communication
system using spatial sound. We also report on the user study
for evaluating the effectiveness of spatial sound and discuss
the insights derived from the experiment.

Voice communication

Omnidirectional images
Rotation data

Body user Ghost user
Figure 1. LiveSphere overview: Body user wears the head-worn device
and share the environment using omnidirectional images. The capture
images are stabilized and transmitted. Ghost user observes the shared
environment independently from Body’s ego-motion.

COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS
In a previous study, we could found Body and Ghost indepen-
dently observe and comprehend the environment using Live-
Sphere. On the other hand, we also observed some problems
as shown below.

Difficulty in understanding Ghost’s situation
In conventional LiveSphere system, Body communicates
with Ghost just with ordinary voice chat, so it is difficult to
understand what direction Ghost looks toward and what s/he
focuses on. This prevents the understanding of the partner’s
situation. Actually, in the interview after the task, some par-
ticipants claim about this issues and even show the fear like
”He (Ghost) is watching everything I’m doing.”

Difficulty in giving directional guidance
In a collaborative task, they also had difficulties in giving di-
rectional guidance. In the task, some participants as Ghost
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uses directional expressions like ”Turn left.” However, such
kind of expressions is difficult to pinpoint a specific place
and direction. It is observed that Body passed through the
direction Ghost expects Body to turn toward. In a local com-
munication, to indicate the specific direction, they can use
gesture like pointing to a specific point, or move and speak
to from the place on the direction like ”Come here.” On the
other hand, both cannot be used in the conventional system.

COMMUNICATION WITH SPATIAL SOUND
Human has an ability to localize a sound source using their
auditory system[1]. Spatial sound uses this human character-
istic to allow us to virtually perceive sound from a specific
place. Using spatial sound, we can add intuitive directional
information to voice communication. This enables Body to
understand which direction Ghost is looking toward when
talking, which alleviates the above-mentioned problems.

IMPLEMENTATION
We use spatial sound in both Body and Ghost sides. We syn-
thesize spatial sound using openAL. Here, spatial sound is
defined with two elements: sound source and its position. We
capture Body voice as sound source for Ghost using head-
set, and vice versa. On Body side, the position of the sound
source is defined on the point of a sphere on Ghost’s rela-
tive head direction from Body’s head direction Rgb, and vice
versa on Rbg (Figure 2). These are calculated from Body’s
head rotation and Ghost’s head rotation from the basic di-
rection, both of which are estimated in LiveSphere. At first,
Rbg is calculated from the head rotation data transmitted from
Body and the captured Ghost’s head rotation on Ghost side.
Then, spatial sound is immediately synthesized by OpenAL
using the calculated position of sound and the sound transmit-
ted from Body through the Internet, and provided to Ghost
using headset. On Body side, the calculated sound position
and the captured sound are sent from Ghost. Then, spatial
sound is synthesized and provided to Body.

Ghost’s voice 
position

Body user Ghost user
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Rbg

Body’s voice 
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Figure 2. Communication with spatial sound: The position of Ghosts
voice on Body side is defined on the point of a sphere on Ghosts relative
direction from Bodys head direction and vice versa on Ghost side.

USER STUDY
We made user study for gathering feedback and evaluat-
ing how communication using spatial sound alleviating the
above-mentioned problems. Six persons participated in the
study. In the study, Body participant is in a laboratory and
Ghost participant is in a different place. Here, Ghost is told

to give guidance for Body to pick up specific objects, whose
position was taught to Ghost in advance. All participants play
roles of both Body and Ghost. After the task, we interviewed
them and recorded their feedback.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result showed Body and Ghost could effectively com-
municate using spatial sound system. Participants reported
that spatial sound was useful to understand the situation of
the partners. Some of them comments that they felt ”He was
in the same place.” On the other hand, some participants as
Body claimed that it was difficult to estimate which direc-
tion the Ghost look toward while s/he said nothing. About
this issue, one participant comments ”Noise (included in the
transmitted sound data) was a cue to estimate the partner’s
direction when he said nothing.” The noise was also spatial-
ized. This implies that, other than human voice, continuous
sound directed to the partner’s direction is useful to estimate
the partner’s situation.

One participant reported that ”It would be useful to put a
sound marker to indicate a specific direction and object.”
Human has an ability to differentiate and provide attention
to given sound in the presence of multiple sound sources[2].
This suggests the possibility that Body effectively use such
sound marker to understand the partner’s indication. More-
over, this can also realize that multiple Ghost users simul-
taneously give guidance using spatial sound. Then, Body
differentiates them and selectively understands what they are
saying.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel communication with spa-
tial sound according to the relative head direction in human-
telepresence. We developed the prototype of this method
and made user study for evaluating this method. The result
showed using spatial sound improved the understanding of
the partners’ situation. Conversely, the study also implied
some assignments for the method. We discussed about that
and proposed design implications. For future work, we will
implement them and make more detailed evaluation.
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